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The crystal structure of optically pure Ibuprofen ('S+ibuprofen') has been studied through diffuse x-ray scattering. Data from a single crystal were compared
with calculated patterns using a model crystal placed in thermal equilibrium
using a Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm. We present some preliminary results
from analysis and interpretation of the structured diffuse scattering.

1.

Introduction
Diffuse scattering, the weak background between sharp Bragg peaks in an x-ray
diffraction pattern, arises due to deviations from the ideal crystal lattice, often due to thermal
motion. Correlations in these displacements, which reflect the flexibility and interactions of
molecules in the lattice environment, affect the pattern of diffuse scattering observed from a
sample [1]. Studying these interactions through diffuse scattering can provide insight into the
conformational behaviour of polymorphic pharmaceuticals.
In this work, x-ray scattering data was
H3C
H
collected at room temperature from crystals
of S+ibuprofen. A model crystal was
O
constructed based on the known average
crystal structure and placed in thermal
ϕ3 ϕ4
equilibrium using a MC simulation. Interϕ1 ϕ2
and intra-molecular interactions were modelOH
led by simple harmonic potentials with variable force constants. Computed scattering
Fig. 1. S+ibuprofen. Rotation (modelled by torsional
patterns were compared to the experimental
springs) is permitted about the four single bonds
marked, giving four internal degrees of freedom i.
data to isolate key features of the model.
2.

Experimental
S+ibuprofen single crystals were grown by slow evaporation from n-hexane and by
temperature change (40°C to 10°C at 5Kd-1) in acetonitrile. Diffuse scattering data were
collected using a mar345 image plate area detector and 17.5 keV (λ = 0.71069 Å) Mo Kα xrays. Reciprocal space planes were extracted from the raw data and processed to remove
artefacts [2]. Fig. 2 shows diffuse scattering in the h1l, hk0 and a 101 plane.
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Fig. 2. Diffuse scattering in the (a) h1l, (b) hk0 and (c) 101 planes. The circle in (b) indicates the section
of the plane calculated from the model (Fig. 4). False colour palettes have been applied.
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3.

The Model Crystal
A network of contact vectors describes the intermolecular interactions in the model
crystal. Each contact is treated as an ideal spring. A harmonic energy is also associated with
torsional rotation of the bonds marked in Fig. 1, giving:
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where κ and κ* are the force constants, (d - d0 ) is the displacement of each contact from its
equilibrium length, and ∆φ is the change in torsional angle. The lattice parameters applied
were: a = 12.456(4) Å, b = 8.0362(11) Å, c = 13.533(3) Å and β = 112.86(2)° [3]. A
Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm was used to bring the model crystal into thermal
equilibrium [4]. Diffraction patterns were then calculated from the correlated equilibrium
structure. Bragg peaks were subtracted to make the diffuse scattering more apparent.
4.

Results and Analysis

4.1

Isotropic intermolecular contacts:
A simple model with all intermolecular spring constants equal and no torsional rotation
allowed reproduced the scattering in the h0l and h1l planes well (see Fig. 3). This suggests
that correlations in these planes are isotropic as there seems to be no dominant interaction.
However, this basic model failed to recreate key features of the hk0 plane, particularly the
lengthening of diffuse spots along the diagonal (marked with arrows in Fig. 2).
4.2

Torsional rotation model:
This model was then adjusted to allow bond rotation. With the torsional spring
constants ki* set to zero (such that Eintra << Einter), the fit of the h0l and h1l planes to the
experimental data was improved, and the expected stretching of diffuse spots in the hk0 plane
(Fig. 4) was observed. The agreement of this calculation with the experimental data suggests
that quite unhindered torsional rotation is important in the S+ibuprofen crystal, with
significantly less energy in such motion than in the intermolecular interactions.
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Fig. 3. Calculated diffuse scattering in the h1l
plane with all spring constants equal.
Compare with Fig. 2 (a).

k
Fig. 4. Calculated diffuse scattering in the hk0
plane with torsional spring constants set to
zero. Compare with the inner part of Fig. 3 (c).
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4.3

Dimerising hydrogen bonding interaction:
It was expected that the strongest intermolecular interaction in the S+ibuprofen crystal
would be the dimerising -COOH—HOOC- hydrogen bond, as recently found to be the case in
the racemate [5]. Initial analysis of the experimental data appears to support this, with diffuse
features stretched more in the 101 plane (Fig. 2c) where the direction of this interaction
coincides with the molecular axis. This forms chains of molecules (Fig. 5) which collapse
diffuse scattering into characteristic stretched lines. In addition, several box-shaped features
are seen along the vertical axis (marked with an asterisk in Fig. 2c). These also suggest strong
correlations at ~ 45° to the horizontal. A model with these H-bond contacts strengthened 100fold (Fig. 6) reproduced the elongation and these box-shaped figures.
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Fig. 5. A section of the crystal as seen along the
[-101] direction, showing as dashed lines the
dimerising hydrogen bonding interactions
running at ~ 45° to the horizontal.
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Fig. 6. Calculated diffuse scattering in the 101
plane with H-bond contacts strengthened by a
factor of 100. Compare with Fig. 2(c).

Although the calculated pattern in this plane is not a precise reproduction of the diffuse
scattering data, the presence of some corresponding attributes is evident. In particular, the
scattering figures magnified in the inset in Fig. 6 successfully recreate the equivalent section
of the experimental data (Fig. 2c) with good accuracy. The uppermost box-shaped spot
marked with an asterisk (*) is manifestly wider at the bottom than at the top, both in the
calculated pattern and in the data; and the surrounding spots display the expected profiles.
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